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The study of regimes of ethanol and water mixing was carried out using numerical simulation, and the
dependence of the mixing efficiency of these fluids on the Reynolds number was defined. In the course of the
numerical investigation, a significant effect of the differences in the viscosities and densities of the miscible
fluids on the flow regimes and the mixing efficiency of these two fluids was found. The distributions of pressure,
components concentration and velocity in the micromixer were obtained. The dependence of the fluids mixing
efficiency and pressure drop on the Reynolds number, as well as the map of flow and mixing regimes were
determined. The nonlinear dependence of the mixture thermophysical properties on the ethanol concentration
was taken into account. It was found that the last one results in much higher pressure drop comparing to the case
of the water-water mixing. Moreover, an inflection was observed in the dependence of the pressure drop on the
Reynolds number for the water-ethanol mixing at the transition of the flow in a micromixer to the engulfment
regime.
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The microchannel devices are widely used in various fields of science and technology
as microreactors, microscale heat exchangers, micromixers, etc. The micromechanics has
become a rapidly developing and promising research area in recent years due to the
miniaturization of technological processes in the chemical industry. Many studies have noted
that the use of microdevices allows significantly enhancing the physicochemical processes in
comparison to classical space consuming reactors [1-3]. However, despite the obvious
benefits of microchannel technology, there are a number of specific problems. Most
microchannel devices that used in chemistry and biology require fast and effective mixing of
substances [1-5]. At the same time, the flow in microchannels is predominantly laminar and
mixing occurs through diffusion, and thus very slowly. Therefore, the design and optimization
of micromixers with the shortest mixing time is an actual problem in the development of
microchannel devices. The T-shaped micromixers (Fig. 1) are the simplest in the manufacture
in terms of their underlying geometry. There are many experimental and numerical
investigations of flow and mixing regimes in such micromixers [6-26]. Five different flow
regimes were revealed in the researches of mixing processes of two fluids with the same
thermophysical properties. Furthermore, a dramatic increase in mixing efficiency at the
transition from the symmetric stationary flow regime to the asymmetric stationary one
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(otherwise called the engulfment regime) was noted in most of research works. That regime is
of the greatest interest for researchers because the mixing efficiency increases abruptly in this
mode while the pressure drop in the mixing channel increases insignificantly. On the other
side, the investigations of mixing of two fluids with different thermophysical properties were
carried out by many researchers [14-20]. For example, a systematic study of the viscosity
effect on mixing modes in the T-shaped micromixer was carried out in [14], where the
significant effect of viscosities ratio on the flow structure before and after the transition from
symmetric to asymmetric flow regimes was shown. The self-similar behaviour of the
asymmetric flow regime was observed. A systematic study of the density effect on mixing
modes in the T-shaped micromixer was carried out in [15], and it was shown that the change
in the density of one of the miscible fluids does not lead to a shift of flow regimes. However,
a significant flow asymmetry in the region before its transition to the engulfment flow mode
was observed.

Figure 1. Geometric configuration of the task
As a rule, the problem set up for a numerical study considers the “model” fluids with
specified properties that do not exist in nature. The amount of studies of mixing really
existing fluids is small. For example, water-ethanol mixing in T-shaped microdevices was
investigated numerically in [19] and experimentally in [20] taking into account both density
and viscosity variations. The results were compared with studies of water-water mixing. In the
both research works, it was shown that at smaller Reynolds number there is no vortices
formation for either cases, and at larger Reynolds numbers, mixing of water and ethanol may
take considerably longer, as the onset of engulfment is retarded and occurs at larger Reynolds
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number. The critical Reynolds number at which the engulfment flow regime occurs differs for
different mixtures, also it strongly depends on the channel geometry, and e.g., for water-water
mixing in the T-channel, shown in Fig. 1 the critical Reynolds number is equal to 145. The
aim of the present work is to carry out systematic investigation of the water-ethanol mixing in
the T-shaped micromixer, to compare the obtained results with the results of studies of waterwater mixing, to determine the critical Reynolds number, and to investigate the influence of
non-linear dependence of mixture properties on the flow and mixing regimes.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
Incompressible flows of multi-component and generally non-Newtonian fluids, which
are described using a hydrodynamic approach based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations were considered in this work. Currently, in numerous experiments it was shown that
such description for fluids works well for the channels sizes up to 1 m.
In general, the Navier-Stokes equations system has the following form:
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Here  is the fluid density, p is the pressure, v is the velocity, and T is the viscous stress
tensor.
The effective viscosity and the density of the mixture are determined through the mass
fraction of the first component f and effective viscosities 1,2 and partial densities 1,2 of pure
components, respectively:
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Here the evolution of mass concentrations is determined by the equation:
 f
  fv    Df  ,
t

(2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient.
A software package for computational fluid dynamics was used to solve the equations
system described above. The detailed description of the numerical algorithm of this software
tool is given in [27]. Here the main points of numerical technique will be noted. The
difference analogue of the convective-diffusion equations (1) and (2) is derived using the
finite volume method [28-30] for structured multi-block grids. In this case, the resulting
scheme is automatically conservative. The method consists in splitting the computational
domain into control volumes and integrating the original conservation equations for each
control volume to obtain finite-difference equations. Approximation of convective terms of
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equations (1) and (2) is carried out using the second order upwind QUICK [31] and TVD [30]
schemes, respectively. To approximate the unsteady terms of hydrodynamics equations a
second order implicit scheme was applied. Diffusion fluxes and source terms were
approximated by finite-volume analogues of the central-difference schemes with the second
order of accuracy. The coupling between the velocity and pressure fields, ensuring the
fulfillment of the continuity equation, was implemented by means of the SIMPLEC procedure
for combined grids [28]. Rhi-Chow approach, consisting in the introduction of monotonizator
into the equation for the pressure correction [32] was used to eliminate the pressure field
oscillations. The obtained difference equations resulting from discretization of the original
system of differential equations were solved by the iterative method using algebraic multigrid
solver [33].
Three-block grid consisting of 9.5 million cells was used for calculations in this work.
Preliminary calculations have shown that this level of grid resolution is acceptable in terms of
calculation accuracy. A constant fluid flow rate with steady-state velocity profile was set at
the inlets of micromixer. The Neumann conditions, meaning zero derivatives of all scalar
quantities along the normal to the boundary were set at the outlet of the mixing channel. For
the velocity vector components, no-slip condition was taken as a boundary condition on the
channels walls. The applicability of this type of boundary conditions for channels sizes up to
50 µm has been demonstrated in [1, 12, 13].
The channel dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. The channel thickness is 200 µm, while
the width of its narrow and wide parts is 200 µm and 400 µm, respectively.
The pressure drop in the mixing channel, as well as the mixing efficiency were
determined in this study. The mixing efficiency is usually quantified using the parameter
M = 1 – (/0)0.5, where   V 1   f  f
V

2 dV

is the root-mean-square deviation of the

mass fraction of mixture component f from its average value

f ,  0  f  1  f

 is the

maximum root-mean-square deviation, and V is the volume of the computational domain.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
There are many experimental and numerical investigations of flow and mixing
regimes of two fluids with the same thermophysical properties in T-shaped micromixers [6-13,
21-26]. Five different flow regimes were revealed in the researches of mixing processes:
stationary vortex-free flow; stationary symmetric vortex flow; stationary asymmetric vortex
flow (engulfment regime); unsteady periodic flow; stochastic flow, laminar-turbulent
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transition. Furthermore, a dramatic increase in mixing efficiency at transition from symmetric
to asymmetric mode for stationary flow regime (called the engulfment regime) was noted in
most of research works. That regime is of the greatest interest for researchers because the
mixing efficiency increases abruptly in this mode while the pressure drop in the mixing
channel increases insignificantly. The same flow regimes with some differences can be found
for water-ethanol mixing.
The numerical investigation of flow and mixing regimes of fluids with different
thermophysical properties was carried out. Pure water was supplied to mixer through one of
the inlets with mass flow rate Qin. Ethyl alcohol was supplied through another inlet with the
same mass flow rate. As is known, the dependences of the density and, especially, the
viscosity of the water-ethanol mixture on the concentration of the ethyl alcohol are
significantly nonlinear. Therefore, investigation of the mixing of these fluids using a
nonlinear dependence of the thermophysical properties of the solution on the concentration
was carried out. These dependencies were experimentally obtained in [34] and are shown in
Fig. 2. As can be seen, the maximum value of the mixture viscosity is observed at 40%
alcohol concentration, and it is 2.9 times higher than the water viscosity. The viscosity of
ethyl alcohol is 1.2 times higher, and the density is 1.27 times lower than the corresponding
values of water. The diffusion coefficient of ethanol in water is D = 1.24×10-9 m2/s.

Figure 2. Dependence of viscosity and density of water-ethanol mixture on the mass
concentration of the ethyl alcohol
The change in the flow regimes in the microchannel is characterized by Reynolds
number, determined as Re = Udh/, where U = Q/(2H2) = Qin/(H2) is the superficial
velocity in the mixing channel, Н = 200 µm is the channel height, and dh = 267 µm is the
hydraulic diameter. For very small values of Reynolds numbers (Re < 10) the flow and
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mixing structure of fluids with different properties in general is similar to the flow of two
identical fluids. The Reynolds number equal to 1 corresponds to creeping stratified flow
accompanied by a weak mixing. The concentration contours for different Reynolds numbers
are shown in Fig. 3. Here and below the red colour corresponds to 100% concentration of
water, and the blue color corresponds to 100% concentration of ethanol. As can be seen from
this figure, due to higher viscosity of the ethanol, the water is pushed by the last one to the
channel wall. The velocity profiles in the central section of the channel are shown in Fig. 4.
As one can see from that figure, the water velocity is lower than the ethanol velocity due to
the higher density of the former.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. Concentration isolines of water-ethanol mixture, Re: 50 (a); 120 (b); 200 (c);
Further, from the Re ~ 120 (see Fig. 4), a pair of symmetrical horseshoe vortices begin
to develop near the left end wall of the mixer and propagate into the mixing channel. In this
case, due to the difference in viscosities, an asymmetry of the vortices is manifested, at that
for a more viscous fluid (ethyl alcohol) that vortex is in a rudimentary stage, whereas for
water it is clearly visible. At Re ~ 140, the vortex in ethanol is already noticeable, but it is still
substantially smaller than the vortex for water. With an increase in the Reynolds number, both
of these vortices become more pronounced, but a significant difference in the dimensions of
the

vortices

remains.

The

ethyl

alcohol

gradually

starts

to

“flow

around”

the water, as it was shown for the case of different viscosities [14] (see. Fig. 3). With a further
increase in the Reynolds number, the given structure develops, the vortices grow and the
effect of flowing of the one fluid around another intensifies. On the other hand, the density of
the ethyl alcohol is 1.27 times lower than that of the water and the latter in turn begins to
"flow around" the former. The subsequent increase in the Reynolds number leads to a gradual
development of these two effects, while the flow remains symmetrical with respect to the
horizontal plane.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4. Velocity profiles in the central cross-section, Re: 50 (a); 120 (b); 200 (c);
It was shown earlier [14] that the onset of the engulfment regime depends only on the
viscosities ratio and does not depend on the densities ratio. Therefore, using the viscosity
coefficient C = 20(+0)–1, it can be assumed that this transition will occur at Re ~ 162 and
indeed, the transition occurs in this area. Further, with an increase in the Reynolds number,
this type of flow develops, an increase in the vortical motion intensity, in the interface area of
the media, and, accordingly, in the mixing efficiency occurs. From the Reynolds number of
about 225, the transition to the next regime, where the flow ceases to be steady and becomes
periodic, starts. To understand the reason why it happens, it is necessary to consider the
region immediately near the inlet of the mixing channel. It turns out that, even at Re ~ 10, the
shown-above double vortex forms in the water flow just behind the entrance to the mixing
channel. At such a small Reynolds number, these vortices almost immediately dissipate, and
with a further increase in the Reynolds number they move deeper into the channel, dissipating
at a farther distance from the entrance to the mixing channel.
The vortices structure at different Reynolds numbers is shown in Fig. 5 through the
isosurfaces of  2 that is the second eigenvalue of the tensor (S2+2), where S is the strain rate
tensor and  is the vorticity tensor. In addition, it can be seen from that figure that a similar
two-vortex structure also appears and continues to develop in the ethanol stream, but at higher
Reynolds numbers than for water. As already mentioned above, the transition to the
engulfment regime occurs in the region of Re ~ 162. That transition, as for all other cases, is
pronounced, i.e., occurs in a very narrow range of Reynolds numbers. That can be seen from
Fig. 6, which represents the isolines of the water and ethanol concentrations, as well as
velocity profiles in the cross section at Reynolds numbers 156, 160-163 and 168. Further,
with an increase in the Reynolds number, this type of flow develops, an increase in the
vortical motion intensity occurs, the interface area of the media, and, accordingly, the mixing
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efficiency enhances. As can be seen from that figure, when the flow approaches the transition
region, it gradually loses symmetry with respect to the horizontal plane, and as the Reynolds
number becomes equal to 162, the flow rearranges. The velocity profiles in the cross section
of the mixing channel outlet for the same Reynolds numbers are shown in Fig. 6 for higher
clarity.

a)

b)

Figure 5. 2 isosurfaces, Re: 120 (a); 200 (b)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 6. Velocity profiles and concentration isolines, Re: 156 (a); 160 (b); 161 (c);
162 (d); 163 (e); 168 (f)
As was mentioned above, the double-vortex structure, that forms in the flow of each
fluid, appears at a certain Reynolds number, but, depending on the fluid viscosity, either
reaches the exit from the channel, or has time to "dissipate". A double vortex in the flow of
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water for such Reynolds numbers continues until the outlet of the channel. A double vortex in
the ethyl alcohol exists only at a certain distance from the entrance to the mixing channel. It
was found that each of the double-vortex structures lose symmetry with respect to the
horizontal plane when approach the transition point, and at the moment of transition one of
the vortices in each of the fluids begins to predominate and the second to attenuate. As a
result, two weaker vortices merge into one large vortex, and the flow structure actually
converts into a three-vortex system. That structure moves into the depth of the mixing channel
and continues to exist in this form until the outlet of this channel. Apparently, the sharp
increase in the value of the mixing efficiency in that region explains by the appearance of the
third vortex. With a subsequent increase in the Reynolds number, the engulfment regime
becomes more pronounced, and the transitional three-vortex structure converts into a twovortex structure (see Fig. 6f).
It is suitable to plot the mixing efficiency as a function of the reduced Reynolds
number using the formula given for the case of different viscosities [14] (Rerd = Re·C) and
compare the obtained dependences with results of mixing of the fluids with the same
properties. The dependence of the mixing efficiency of various fluids on the reduced
Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 7a. In addition, the pressure drop between the inlet and
outlet of the mixing channel of the T-micromixer as a function of the Reynolds number was
plotted for these cases (see Fig. 7b). The nonlinearity of properties significantly influenced on
the mixing efficiency and, especially, on the pressure drop in the engulfment regime.

a)

b)

Figure 7. Water-water and water-ethanol mixing efficiency (a) and pressure drop in the
mixing channel (b) dependence on reduced Reynolds number
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Analyzing that graph, one can see that the pressure drop in the case of a nonlinear
dependence of the thermophysical mixture properties on the concentration of ethanol is much
higher than for the water-water mixing. This is due to a nonlinear increase in viscosity and a
decrease in the density of the mixture with an increase in the concentration of ethyl alcohol.
The presence of an inflection of the dependence of the pressure drop on the Reynolds number
for the nonlinear case is explained by the similar manner. It can be seen from the graph that
this inflection corresponds to transition of the flow in a micromixer to the engulfment regime.
As it was shown above (see Figs. 6c-6d), an abrupt change in the flow pattern is observed at
the onset of the transition, the mixing efficiency also increases abruptly, accordingly, the
volume occupied by 50% mixture concentration increases, and the volume occupied by pure
fluids decreases. The density and viscosity of the mixture change in the same way (jump). It
leads to the behaviour of the pressure drop versus the Reynolds number for the nonlinear
properties case as is shown in Fig. 7b.
CONCLUSION
The study of flow and mixing regimes of ethanol and water using numerical
simulation was carried out, and the dependence of the mixing efficiency of these fluids on the
Reynolds number was defined. The obtained results were compared with the case of mixing
of two fluids with the same thermophysical properties. The conducted numerical simulation
allowed identifying following regimes for incompressible fluid flow in T-shaped micromixer:
stationary vortex-free flow; stationary symmetric vortex flow; intermittent transition from
symmetric to asymmetric flow (engulfment flow); and stationary asymmetric vortex flow.
It has been shown that the differences in the densities and viscosities of the miscible
fluids significantly influence on the mixing efficiency, but the listed above flow regimes with
some differences can be found for water-ethanol mixing. It was found that the difference in
viscosities of the miscible fluids leads to a shift of flow regimes and the difference in densities
does not lead to such shift. However, a significant flow asymmetry in the region before its
transition to the engulfment flow mode was observed.
It has been also shown that the difference in viscosities leads to an asymmetry of the
length of the double-vortex structure developed near the left end wall of the mixer in the
stationary symmetric vortex flow regime. Besides, it has been found that each of the doublevortex structures lose symmetry with respect to the horizontal plane when approach the
transition point, and at the moment of transition one of the vortices in each of the fluids
begins to predominate and the second to attenuate. As a result, two weaker vortices merge
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into one large vortex, and the flow structure actually converts into a three-vortex system. In
the engulfment regime the transitional three-vortex structure converts into a two-vortex
structure. It was found that the flow and mixing of two fluids with different thermophysical
properties can be considered as self-similar pattern with regard to the reduced Reynolds
number obtained using the appropriate coefficient.
It has been found that the nonlinear behaviour of thermophysical properties of mixture
significantly influenced on the mixing efficiency and, especially, on the pressure drop in the
engulfment regime. The pressure drop in such case is much higher than for the water-water
mixing. Moreover, the inflection of the dependence of the pressure drop on the Reynolds
number for the water-ethanol mixing has been observed at the transition of the flow in a
micromixer to the engulfment regime. This is due to a nonlinear increase in viscosity and a
decrease in the density of the mixture with an increase in the concentration of ethanol.
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